
GENERAL: OTHERS the,

Against His-story, Against Leviathan!
Perlman £4-95
An essay, impossible to describe. _

The Age of Plenty
Schumacher 5013

Changing the Cogs _
Martin £1.00
Activists and the politics of technology.

The Collective Experience
. £1.50

Articles and poems about communal living.

Evolution and Revolution
Reclus 3519
An essay describing the split in humanity between
those who want to maintain poverty for some and
those who want comfort for all.

Fascism and How to Fight it
Kane 3UP

Fascism, Anti-Fascism
Barrot 751?

Homes or Hovels
Woodcock * 209
The housing problem and its solution. Printed in
1944.

L

The Impossibilities of Social Democracy
Richards £1.00
A collection of 30 articles examining the socialism
practised by the Labour Party and trade unions in
Britain.
 

A selection of the
magazines in stock:

II‘

Angry (20p), Anarcha-Feminist Magazine (75p),
Anarchist Times (20p), Affinity (40p), Alive and
Kicking (2Sp), Black Flag (40p), Crowbar (25p),
Class War (30p), Cambridge Syndicalist (Sp),
Echanges et Mouvement (Z0130.-. Freedom (45p),
Fifth Estate (75p), Green Anarchist (40p), Here 8:
Now (50p), Insurrection (50p), I.R.L. (50p},
Industrial Worker (25p), Match! (£1.20), Open
Road (75p), Processed World (751)), Peace News
(45p), Stuff it! (30p), Solidarity (60p), Sheffield
Anarchist (20p), Socialist Opportunitist (l5p),
Tear it Down (35p), Timperly Village Anarchist
(20p), Virus (l5p), Workers Solidarity (20p)
Workers Playtime (40p)..

The Irrational in Politics
Brinton £1-59
An early essay on sexual politics.

The Labour Party Illusion
Weiner 101?

The Little Red Schoolbook
50p

Used to be banned in Britain, but rather harmless
today.

Modern Capitalism and Revolution
Cardan £1-50

The Natural Society
Hunt 4012
A new model on human behaviour, based on the
Law of Least Effort.

Nationalism and Culture
Rocker 614pp(hardback) £15.00
An established work of modern social criticism.

Organisational Platform of the Libertarian
Communists

20p

Pedagogy of the Oppressed
Freire £1 .75
On education and beyond.

Region I
Spence 25p
An examination of the State’s plans for repression
in the north-east.
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Socialism and Parliament
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IN ANGEL ALLEY, 84b WHITECHAPEL HIGH STREET,
LONDON El 7QX. 01-247 9249

Aldred 50,, ~ "-""'""**'""*~‘=*i"r :-
Government by labour.

The Soul of Man under Socialism
Wilde 51,75

Squatters Handbook
25p

The State .
Oppenheimer £4,011
Sociological analysis of the State.

Stefano Delle Chiaie
Christie £450
Neo-fascist terrorism in Ital . “The histor ofY Y
Delle Chiaie is the history of nazism in our world
today”.

Wandering of Humanity
Camatte 909
An argument that the revolution as a project to re-
establish COI‘n1'I1L1I11ty has been necessary ever
since the ancient communities were destroyed.

 

ANARCHY MAGAZINE
10p each
1. Sex-and-Violence; 20. Non-violence; 21
Secondary modern; 35. Housing; 40, Unions; 41
Land; 42. India; 43. Parents and teachers; 44.
Transport; 45. The Greeks; 46. Anarchism and
historians; 49. Automation; 50. Anarchist out-
look; 52. Limits of pacifism; 53. After school; 54.
Buber, Landauer, Muhsam; 55. Mutual aid; 57.
Law; 58. Stateless societies; 59. White problem;
63. Voluntary servitude; 64. Misspent youth; 65.
Derevolutionisation; 67. USA; 72; Strike City,
USA; 76. 1984; 86. Fishermen; 87. Penal System;
88 Wasteland culture; 91. Artists; 107. Goodman
on education; 108. GEC-AEI takeover; 109.
Russell; 110. Tim Daly; 111. Anarchism,
freedom, power;, 112. Southern Africa; 113.
Women in prison; 114. Goldman, Berkman; 115.
Students’ community action; 116. Chomsky on
anarchism; 117. Conurb and country; 118. Work.
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A typical bookshop has a front in a busy High Street but Freedom Press is hidden
away at the bottom of a grotty little alley leading off Whitechapel High Street (the
nearest tube is Aldgate East) and it’s easy to walk past the .entrance to the alley
Without noticing it’s there. Those who eventually succeed in tracking down the alley
find that at the end there is a door and that the bookshop is up the stairs, first on the
right.

Freedom Press aims to have the best selection of anarchist books and pamphlets in the
country, available for sale from ten till six, Tuesday to Saturday inclusive.

For those unable to visit the bookshop there’s a mail-order service which charges two
rates — one for people living in the UK, one for those living outside. UK — add 10%
to the price of the books, Abroad — add 20% to the price of all books. All cheques in
sterling please.



INTRODUCTION
Introductions to anarchism are of two types. They are either written by
anarchists whose motive is to persuade others to anarchism or they are
written by non-anarchists (poor things) whose motive is . . .

ABC of Anarchism
Berkman £1 . 50
Revolutionary anarchist communism at free
exchange of goods in a society without money.
money.

Anarchism _
Guerin £2.95
Anarchist themes and practice. Has a strong
Marxist influence but still recommended.

The Anarchists
Joll £5.95
An academic s history that was slagged off in the
anarchist press when it first appeared.

Anarchism
Miller £4.95
A critical study by a non-anarchist.

Anarchism "
Woodcock £3.50
A former anarchist sets out anarchist ideas
through biographies of well known anarchists,
plus some historical accounts.

Anarchism — arguments for and against
Meltzer 80p

Anarchist Reader
Woodcock £2.95
Writings from dozens of well-known (and some
not so well-known) anarchists.

The Anarcho Quiz Book
Meltzer £1.00
207 questions —-- guess how many answers?

Anarchy
Malatesta 7Sp
Description of anarchist society. First published
in 1891.

Floodgates of Anarchy
Christie/Meltzer £3.25
Anarchism from a social perspective.

The Political Theory of Anarchism
Carter (hardback) £7.95
On the connection to the state, the society and the
individual.

Anarchy in Action
Ward £2.00
What to do today rather than after some pie in the
sky revolution. Housing, the family, education
and much more.

On Anarchism
Bakunin £7.95. . YSelected writings b the founder of modern
anarchism.

/9
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SPAIN
That’s where it all happened, folks. Let’s be nostalgic . .
The Anarchist Collectives
Dolgoff (ed.) £7.95
“Workers’ self-management in the Spanish
revolution, 1936-1939.”

Blood of Spain
Fraser (ed.) £5.50
Over three hundred personal accounts from all
sides to the conflict.

Collectives in the Spanish Revolution
Leval £4.00
How collectives worked in revolutionary Spain
before being crushed by military force.

Homage to Catalonia
Orwell £1.95
The first book to expose what the Communists
did in Spain.

RUSSIA

Lessons of the Spanish Revolution
Richards £2.95
Examining the failure of the revolution in Spain.

A New World in our Hearts
Meltzer £2.40
A historical view over Spanish anarchism, with a
constructive critique.

The Spanish Revolution
Bolloten £10.00
According to some it’s the definitive book on the
subject.

Vision on Fire
Goldman £6.00
Emma Goldman’s writings on the Spanish
Revolution.

Towards a Fresh Revolution
various 75p
Revolutionary anarchist statement from the
Barcelona of 1938.

Wildcat Spain Encounters Democracy
various £1.00
The social struggles that occurred in Spain after
Franco’s death.

-I

The Russian Revolution of 1917 and its destruction by the Communist
counter-revolution form the pivotal event of the twentieth century. (The
disaster of the Marxist political programme and the accuracy of the
anarchist analysis of politics are discussed in the section headed

 

BIOGRAPHIES/AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
About the most famous anarchists — our heroines and heroes. Read all
about them and then write your own.

Bakunin
Aldred 50p
Bakunin and Nechaev
Avrich 50p
A view on the paradoxical relationship between
‘the great’ anarchist and the young man who
affected him.

The Christie File
Christie £4.50
Autobiography of Britain’s best known anarchist.

Fighters for Anarchism
various £2.00
Biographies of two life-long anarchists, Simon
Fleshin and Mollie Steimer.

Fighting the Revolution 1
£1.20

Biographies on Makhno, Durruti and Zapata.

Fighting the Revolution 2
£1.20

Biographies on Kropotkin and Michel, plus on
the Paris Commune.

Miguel Garcia’s Story
Garcia £1.00
Miguel’s early years as an anarchist militant,
before his twenty year sentence in Franco’s
prisons.

Living my Life (two volumes)
Goldman £6.50 each
Autobiography of the famous anarchist and
feminist.

Emma Goldman — an Intimate Life
Wexler £5.95
Published by Virago.

Alexandra Kollontai
Porter £5.50

White Collars and Horny Hands
Nomad 35p
The revolutionary thought of Waclaw Machajski.

Malatesta —- Life and Ideas
Richards (ed.) £339
Selection of articles by anarchism’s most
important theoretician.
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Louise Michel
Thomas £5.95
Biography of the anarchist who was deported for
her part in the Paris Commune.

William Morris
Scott £5.75
A bibliography of the original writings, transla-
tions and publications.

The Apparent Truth about the Assassination of
Gerard Lebovici
Anon 15p

Sabate — Guerilla Extraordinary
Tellez £2.95
The life, action and death of the anarchist
guerilla.

The Black Flag
Jackson £2.95
A look back at the case of Sacco and Vanzetti.

 \jq-
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‘Marxism’).

The Bolshevik Myth
Berkman 9013
Diary extracts, 1920-1922.

Bolsheviks and Workers’ Control
Brinton £2.95
A chronology and analysis of the Bolshevik
betrayal of the revolution.

The Experience of the Factory Committees in
the Russian Revolution
Anon SOP

The Guillotine at Work
Maximoff £5.00
How the Bolsheviks seized power and destroyed
all opposition.

 

OTHER COUNTRIES
The Anarchists in London 1935-1955
Meltzer £1 . 50
A personal account.

Anti-Semitism and the Beirut Pogrom
Perlman 45p

Bulgaria
anonymous
The Communist terror in Bulgaria.

Ceylon: JVP Uprising of April 1971
Anon £1

China
various £5.95
What really happened during the Cultural
Revolution.

The Chinese Anarchist Movement
75p

Czechoslovakia 1968
Gems £1.50

i 60p

History of the Makhnovist Movement 1918-
1921
Arshinov £5.50
First English translation of a firsthand account.

The Inevitable Revolution
Tolstoy 50p
Many people don’t know about the famous
novelist’s political beliefs.

The Kronstadt Uprising
Mett £1.50
Published by Solidarity (London).

The Kronstadt Uprising of 1921
Thorneycroft 45p
The defeat of the Russian Revolution by the
Bolsheviks.

Syndicalists in the Russian revolution
Maximoff 45p

The Workers Opposition
Kollontai £1.50
An incisive critique of the developing bureaucracy
in Russia, 1921.

From Bolshevism to the Bureaucracy
Cardan 30p
A preface to A Kollontai’s article on ‘The
Workers Opposition in Russia’.

  ¥i |-| 

Dynamite
Adamic £4-50
A century of class violence in America, 1830-
1930.

The First Mayday
Cleyre £2.00

Voltairine de Cleyre’s speeches on the Haymarket
martyrs.

The Hungarian Revolution 1956
anonymous _ 601?
Council Communist view of the crushing of the
Hungarian Revolution.

Hungarian Workers Revolution
anonymous 4513
Anarcho-syndicalist view.

Hungary ’56
Anderson £3-95
About the Hungarian revolt, a working class
insurrection against the bureaucratic regime.

Land and Liberty

Poland 1980-82
Simon £3.50
Class struggle and the crisis of capital. -
Portugul — the Impossible Revolution?
Mailer £4,110
The downfall of the Portuguese dictatorship and
the possibilities that presented.

Revolution in Seattle
O’Connor £5.00
The Seattle General Strike, 1919. For the first
time in America, Labour ruled a city.

Theses on the Chinese Revolution
Brendel 50p

Vietnam: Whose Victory?
Potter 50p

The Wilhelmshaven Revolt
Igafug

Rebellion in the German Navy, 1918-1919.

Worker/Student Action Commitees — France,
May ’68
Gregoire/Perlman £2.50

Magon y £150 Two participants’ report on the seizure of
Anarchist influences in the Mexican Revolution. workplaces and schools l1'1 France.



WOMEN
We consist of half the population. W/rite more!
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Anarchism and Feminism
35p

Women workers and the trade unions.

Anarchism and Feminism
DAM st 3511
Women workers and trade unions.

Anarchism and Feminism
Verran 309

Birth Control by Observing Natural Cycles
60p

Explains the temperature method, the mucus and
cervix methods.

Freedom, Feminism and the State
McElroy £7-50
An anthology.

It’l1 Make a Man of You
Strange 95p
Draws links between the arms race, male power
and everyday violence in society.

WORK AND STRIKE

S.C.U.M. Manifesto
Solonas 40p
Society for Cutting Up Men. Valerie Solonas was
an auntie Tom.

Piecing it Together: Feminism and Non-
violence r
various £1 . 50

Pornography and State Control
Verran 50p

Quiet Rumours
£1.50

Anarcha-feminist anthology with some of the
most important texts from the ’70s.

Uncivil Liberty
Heywood £1.15
An essay to show the injustice and implicity of
ruling women without consent.

Untying the Knot
Freeman/Levine 60p
How the question of unstructured groups
surfaced in the women’s movement.

Follows naturally. Ifyou choose to work at all, that is.

Critique of Syndicalist Methods
Bonanno 50p
Trade unionism to anarcho-syndicalism.

Fields, Factories and Workshops Tomorrow
Kropotkin £3.50
Just reprinted, July ’85.

The Industrial Syndicalist
various £1.75
The British syndicalist paper from 1910/ 1 1.

International Dockers’ Struggles in the Eighties
£1.00

The IWA Today
Longmore 50p
An account of the International Workers
Association and its sections.

IWA — Principles, Aims and Statutes
- 40p

IWW Songs
75p

“Songs of the Workers”.

Life and Deeds of Uncle Sam
Ameringer ’ £1.75
An American labour historiography.

LIP and the Self-management Counter-revolw
tion

£1.30
Critique of the workers control movement at the
LIP watch factory in France in the early ’70s.

The Lordstown Struggle
Weller 20p
(and the real crisis in production.)

 i 5.1.‘-

Mutinies: 1917-1920
Lamb £1.50

Paths to paradise
Ggfz i

On the liberation from work.

The Refusal of Work
various 701?
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Vindication of the Rights of Women
Wollstonecraft £2.25
Feminist writing from 1792.

Woman Suffrage
Goldman 25p
On the futility of having merely the ballot as a
goalfor women.

A Woman Without a Country
Goldman 40p

Women in the Spanish Revolution
Willis 30p
A pamphlet from Solidarity.

Trying to link ‘the traditional workers movement
and the new movement’. .

Sabotage
Brown £2-59
A study in industrial conflict from the 1890s until
today.

Strike Action
20p

Basic tactics and ways of organising.
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Strike Breaking in Essex
Abdel-Rahim £2.50
On the policing of the miners picket lines, April-
Sept 1984.

Trade Unionism or Socialism
Zerzan 30p
The revolt against work.

Why Work?
Richards (ed.) £3.00
Arguments for the leisure society.

Work and Madness
Ralph £7.95
The rise of community psychiatry.

Workers’ Autonomy
80p

On the desirability of self-management versus
unionism and party socialism.

Workers Councils: The Task
Workers Councils: The Fight
Pannekoek V 50p (each)
Parts one and two of the Dutch council
communist’s major work.

You Have No Country!
Marcy £1.50
Workers struggle against war.

1.1.

 '
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PEACE AND ENVIRONMENT  
CND, non-violence and the rest.

At Least Cruise is Clean
Lynchcombe £1-20
The local business interests behind the arrival of
Cruise missiles at Newbury.

Cured to Death
Melville/Johnson £3-50
The effects of prescription drugs. An anarchist
health warning.

Direct Action
Carter 60]?
The purpose of this pamphlet is to examine
nonviolent methods of opposing wars, tyranny
and other forms of oppression.

The Ecology of Freedom
Bookchin £6-95
Rediscovering anarchism’s importance for ecolog-
ISIS. "

From Protest to Resistance
various £1-25
The direct action movement against nuclear
weapons.

How Britain Was Sold
Thomas/Lowe £1-20
Why the US bases came to Britain.

How Effective are Peace Movements?
Overy £1.95
Iudging by the continued existence of wars . . .

Ill-health, Poverty and the State
Hewetson 50p
“The achievement of full health demands a radical
change in our economic system.”

tr
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GENERAL: ANARCHISM

The Anarchist Moment
Clark £7.95
Reflections on culture, nature and power.

Anarchist Review no 5
£2.00

Published by Cienfuegos.

Anarcho-syndicalism, Racism and Struggle
South London DAM 15p

Anarchy Comix no 1
£1.10

Anarchy Comix no 2
£1.10

Anarchy Comix no 3
£1.75

International anarchy, printed in USA, that’s why
they are so expensive.

An Appeal to the Young
Kropotin 151?

Community, Anarchy and Liberty
Taylor £6-50
Can social order be maintained in a stateless
society? Is anarchy viable?

The Continuing Appeal of Nationalism
Perlman ' £1-95
Earlier published in “Fifth Estate”.

 I

The Little Green Book
various 95p
Lots of interesting ecological facts.

Making Nonviolent Revolution
Clark 75p
“. . . people acting in their own situations to take
control of their own lives . . .”

Nonviolent Action
Carter/Hoggett/Roberts 45p
A selected bibliography.

No Bunkers Here
Simpson _ _ £1
The first successful action to close down a civil
defence establishment.

Prerequisite of Peace
Read 45p
Before accepting a knighthood Sir ’Erbert was an
anarchist.
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Cry Anarchy!
McLay 50p
Poems on anarchism and Glasgow life.

The Education of Desire
Harper £4.95
The anarchist graphics of Clifford Harper.

God and the State Kr tki £635
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Preparing for Non-Violent Direct Action
various £1.50
So who cut the fence at Torness then?

Protest Without Illusions
Richards ‘£1-95
Looking at the anti-nuclear movement in its wider
context.

RAF Burghfield
various 50p
A nuclear weapons factory as seen by the
Burghfield Peace Camp.

r
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Uprooting War
Martin £4.00
A handbook for anti-militarists with very large
hands.

Wildlife and the Atom
Veal 50p
The effects of nuclear energy and bombs on wild-
life.

Housing is Theft Housing is Freedom
Ward £1.00
First given as a talk to the Nottingham Anarchist
Group in November ’83.

International Revolutionary Solidarity
Movement
Meltzer £1-35

journey Through Utopia
Berneri £2-95
Anarchist view of utopian writings.

Law and Anarchism
Holterman/Maarseveen £7.95
Articles from a seminar in the Netherlands 1979.

The Modern State
Harrison £7.95
An anarchist analysis.

Mutual Aid
. opo n

didn,t like Either of them £350 Classic work attacking social Darwinism.

The God PestilenceMost 3Sp Goodwin

Housing — an Anarchist Approach
ward F £235 Barclay £3.75
An anarchist perspective on the housing scene in All 31'1'Eh1'91391081’ Of 31131’Chism Sfiiiking 19 5119*”
Britain over the last thirty years.

On Law

People Without Government

what anarchy has been like in practice.
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Red Emma Speaks
Goldman £3-95
Selected speeches and writings on subjects
including syndicalism, prostitution, violence and
Christianity.

Social anarchism
Baldelli £3-30
“. . . one man’s vision of an anarchist society
based on ethical values . . .”

Three Essays on Anarchism
Wilson 75]?
By one of the best known of a group of
middleclass intellectuals, who played a significant
role in the emergence of the British anarchist
movement of the l880’s.

Towards a Fresh Revolution
Friends of Durruti Group 75p
First published in 1938.
 

REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
Read and learn, it might come in handy . . . p

Armed Struggle in Italy
Dub], £1.20
A chronology.

Don’t Mark his Face
By the prisoners themselves 60]?
Hull prison riot 1976.

The German Guerilla
various _ £2-00
Urban guerillas in Germany in the ’70s.

Information Sheets on the Prevention of
Terrorism Act

95p
“What is illegal under the PTA”; “Exclusion” etc.

SITUATIONIST THEORY

Know your rights!
95p

“Arrest”; “Search in street and police station”;
“Legal aid” etc.

Like a Summer with a Thousand Julys
anonymous £1-90
“The summer riots of "81 were the foretaste of the
future for us. One day sooner or later the roof is
going to blow off the UK.”

On Terrorism and the State
Sanguinetti _£3-Q0
The (mainly) Italian experience that terrorism is
always counter-revolutionary.

Situationist writing, post-situationist _writin_g, maybe even post-post-
situationist writing, but NOT situationism. Visitors to the shop will find a

, .. .- - - g '-
selection of situationist pamphlets which aren t listed here because their
availability is uncertain.

Animals
Spectacular Times 4511
One in the pocketbook series.

The Bad Days Will End
Spectacular Times 45p
One in the pocketbook series.

The Book of Pleasures -
Vaneigem _ * £3-95
Postscript to Revolution of Everyday LIf6- Tllfi
essential has been said. The point is how to do it!

Buffo!
anonymous '51-Q0
Amazing tales of political pranks and anarchic
buffoonery.

Bureau of Public Secrets
Knabb _ _ 95!?
Five short essays on the Situationist International
and the American reaction to it.

Cities of Illusion
Spectacular Times 459
One in the pocketbook series.

 
_ 

Contributions to the Revolutionary Struggle
Ratgeb 95P
Optimism in danger of falling into the pit of
workerism.

Enragés
anon 259’
A petty colonisation of scraps of theory, presently
to be superceded by critical actuity and affective
behaviour. Watch Out!

On the Poverty of Berkeley Life
Shutes _ £2_-50
(and the marginal Stratumn of American Society
in General.)

The Poverty of Student Life
75p

Ten days that shook the University of Strasbourg,
France 1966.

Preface to the 4th Italian Edition of Society of
Spectacle
Debord 509

Revolution of Everyday Life
Vaneigem £3-60
A sensuous wide-ranging treatise on how to live.
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Utopia
Ward £1.00
What would your ideal place be like?
 | 

Terror or Love?
Baumann £2-50
Autobiography of the German urban guerilla who
has now renounced terrorism.

Towards a Citizens’ Militia
anonymous £1.50
Anarchist alternatives to NATO and the Warsaw
Pact.

We want to riot, not to work
anonymous £1-00
The 1981 Brixton uprisings by participants.
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Situationist International Anthology
Knabb (ed) £7-50
Wide range of articles translated from Interna-
tionale Situationiste.

Skeleton Keyes
Spectacular Times 50p
One in the pocketbook series.

Society of the Spectacle
Debord 1 £3-39
The Situationist International’s equivalent of
Marx’s Capital.

Two Local Chapters in the Spectacle of
Decomposition -
Shutes £1 -25

The Veritable Split in the International
311911 £2.50
Documents from the break-up of the Situationist
International.

INDIVIDUALISM
is a distinct strand in anarchist thinking. Begins in I845 with the
publication of Max Stirner’s most important work The Ego and it’s
Own. Is individualism the essence or an irrelevant theory ofpsychologni
As god said to Moses, “think for you

Authority and the Individual
Russell £2.95
The 1949 series of BBC Reith lectures. Some
telling points against the state.

The Ego and its Own
Stirner £4.50
Latest edition of the seminal anarchist classic in
Byington’s venerable translation, with a lucid

rself, schmock”.

Max Stirner’s egoisin
Clark £1.50
Stirner’s thought analyzed by an American
professor of philosophy.

Men against the State
Martin £4.50
Short biographies of American individualist
anarchists, including Josiah Warren and Ben-

introduction by S E Parker.

The False Principle of our Education
Stirner £1.35
A preview in part of The Ego and it’s Own by the
same author.

MARXISM

jamin Tucker.

started out as did anarchism, as one of the ideas ofEuropeanradicalism in
the late nineteenth century. A hundred years later the two ideas are so
widely separated that their common origin is obscured. Anarchism remains
what it was, a theory ofsocial protest, but Marxismhas become not just a
theory of social protest, but also the justification for a particularly vicious
type of class society.

Anarchism and Anarcho-Syndicalisni
Engels/Lenin/Marx £1.95
Selected writings from the three most prominent
Marxists. Marx’s and Engels’ view of the First
International and Lenin’-s of the Russian
Revolution. -

Cracks in the Shell/Sleep Well Father Marx
Motherson 20p
Fold-out sheet. Cracks in the shell of patriarchal
world-view plus pro-feminist selection of pro-
patriarchal quotations from Marx and Engels.

A Critique of Marxism
Dolgoff 75p
Veteran anarcho-syndicalist Sam Dolgoff uses
quotes from anarchist writers to illustrate errors
in Karl Marx’s ideas eg economic determinism.
Dolgoff is rejecting the idea, essential to marxism,
of progress.

The Fate of Marxism
Cardan 30p
A discussion on the marxist theory of history.

NOVELS

A Fresh Look at Lenin
Brown 75p
About his ideas on the kind of economy, state and
party structure which he considered appropriate
for Russia, in the period before the October
revolution.

Lenin and Workers’ Control
30p

How the Communists destroyed workers’ control
in Russia and replaced it by state control.

Marxism, Freedom and the State
Bakunin £1.00
A selection from Mikael Bakunin’s writings in the
1870’s. The editor, K I Kenafick, author of the
now out-of-print Karl Marx and Michael Bakunin
contributes an introduction and a biography of
Bakunin.

Marxism versus Reality
Moseley £1.00
Sets out Karl Marx’s ideas in detail and then
refutes them. Two appendices examining in more
detail the labour theory of value and the Marxist
view of contradictions.

is a new heading, not so extensive yet.

Philosophy of Egoism
Walker £1.45
By the writer of the introduction to the first
English edition of Stirner. Imitates Stirner’s
writing style.

Selected essays
Labradie £1.35
Occasional work by the anarchist automobile
designer.

Slaves to Duty
Badcock £1.35
“Max Stirner himself does not expound . .
Egoism in bolder fashion.” (Benjamin Tucker)

The Poverty of Philosophy
Marx £2.50
Marx’s reply to The Philosophy ofPoverty. El major
work by the French anarchist Proudhon. The
reply is available but the original is out of print.

The Poverty of Statism
Bukliarin/Fabbri/Rocker £2.00
Well-known Russian Communist Bukharin, later
executed by Stalin, wrote a short attack on
anarchism which is printed here with a longer
reply by Italian anarchist Fabbri. Plus two articles
by German-born anarchist Rocker, one on
workers’ councils and one on Karl Marx.

Towards a Free Society
Martin 50p
No one knows who Charles Martin is (or was).
Herc he says that Marxism is an aberration from
and degradation of socialism.

Workers Councils: the Task
Workers Councils: the Fight V
Pannekoek 50p each
Parts one and two of the Dutch council
communist’s major work.

Animal Farm De Profundis and other Writings The White House
Orwell £1. 10 Wilde £1.95 Traven £2.50
The classic story about corruption. Essays and poems. Two men in Mexico in the l920’s . . .

Assembly Line 1984 To the Honourable Miss S . . . and Other
Traven £1.00 Orwell £1.95 Stories

Brave new World .
Huxley £1.75

And Big Brother is still watching . . . Traven £4.00
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